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Southgate will lead England out against Brazil in the Toulon

Tournament before taking up a scouting role for the senior side

throughout the World Cup

Gareth Southgate will get a double dose of Samba football this

summer.

The England Under-21 boss leads his young Three Lions against

Brazil in the Toulon Tournament on Monday night.

He will also jet out for the World Cup in Rio, as a scout for Roy

Hodgson’s senior side next month.

Southgate said: “I’ve got a couple of days with the squad in Brazil,

but I will mainly be scouting for Roy.

“It will be nice to see exactly how they work in Rio and get an

insight into that.

“Roy has a great depth of knowledge from which to tap into and I’d

like more opportunity to do that.

“But our fixtures always clash and if we’re away and they’re at home

then you don’t always get that time in camp that you’d like.”

Will England will make it out of their group?

Yes
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Southgate's side will aim to maintain their 100 per cent record in

the competition following their opening 3-0 win over Qatar.

But they face a Brazilian team who have already recorded two wins

against Group B rivals South Korea and Colombia.

Southgate is expected to make changes for the clash in the south of

France, with Stoke keeper Jack Butland, Manchester United defender

Michael Keane and Norwich winger Nathan Redmond all in line to

start.
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